SOLUTION OVERVIEW

It’s Time to Secure
Your SaaS Data
AppOmni solutions deliver centralized visibility, unmatched data
access management, and security controls to protect data across
every type of SaaS application.

Configuration Management

Continuous Controls Monitoring

Threat Detection & Activity Monitoring

Automated Workflow

3rd Party App Management

DevSecOps & CI/CD Integration

Data Leak Prevention

Governance, Risk & Compliance

Organizations Worldwide Trust AppOmni to Secure Their SaaS Data
“With AppOmni, we’re able to do in a couple of days what used to take us a month. It has drastically sped
up our implementation timelines while adding a higher level of security to our clients’ implementations.”
— Rex Thexton, Senior Managing Director & Global Security Lead at Accenture

Why Choose AppOmni?
In-Depth Coverage Across All SaaS Apps: Get security expertise, insights, and
continuous monitoring for a broad range of SaaS applications out of the box.
Unprecedented Visibility:Enable IT and Security teams to get better visibility into
user provisioning, configurations, 3rd party apps, and user access.
Actionable Insights: Keep up with every new security feature and vendor update, and
focus on the specific actions needed to keep your SaaS data secure.
Increased Automation: Eliminate unnecessary tasks from your team’s workload. Use
AppOmni to continuously monitor, decrease risks, and prevent configuration drift.

82M+

SaaS Users Protected

260M+

Exposed Data Records Secured

12B+

Events Analyzed Monthly

20+

Unauthorized3rd Party Apps Discovered
on avg. for each monitored SaaS app

Secure Any Standard or Custom SaaS App
The AppOmni Developer Platform leverages the functionality and depth of the AppOmni
SaaS security platform to ensure universal coverage for every SaaS app.
• Common security controls layer
• Support for any app with a normalized control framework
• Ability to expand authentication, UI, and APIs to create custom monitored service types and
ingest posture data
• Automatic support for policies, compliance mapping, reports, and more
• Rapid integration with the AppOmni platform

Key Features
Secure All SaaS Apps

Identify Exposed SaaS Data

Extend our SaaS security expertise, insights, and continuous
monitoring to any SaaS or custom business application.

Manage SaaS apps for over permissioned access and configuration
drift to ensure only authorized users have access to data.

Manage 3rd Party Apps

Detect Real-Time Threats

Determine the legitimacy of and security risks from 3rd party
application connections and integrations.

Focus your investigation on the most critical incidents using AppOmni’s
continuous monitoring of SaaS policy settings, permissions, and alerts.

Resolve SaaS Misconfigurations

Automate Workflows

Leverage out-of-the-box expertise and remediation advice to resolve
high risk misconfigurations, incorrect permissions, and data exposures.

Send SaaS alerts to tools you already use to enable Security and IT
teams to make informed decisions.

Ensure Compliance

Access Latest Expertise

See how your environments stack up to compliance frameworks such
as ISO 27001, SOC 2, NIST 800-53, and SOX.

Harness comprehensive intelligence to uncover potential risks that
threaten your SaaS environment.

To learn more, email us at info@appomni.com or visit appomni.com.
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